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ABOUT TRIUMPH

Coaches who know real world
success

Triumph is built by industry leading professionals who still
sell every day. We believe that you have to be in the mix to
understand the profession. Our coaches don’t just know
sales — they do sales. Our team has high standards and we
hold ourselves accountable. We take ownership to the
extreme, and teach you to do the same. Taking ownership
means you own failures, and it also puts success within
reach. You have the power to do and to be better.
At the helm is George Leith, a prolific sales pro who’s name
rings out across continents.
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MEET GEORGE LEITH
George Leith was never handed anything — he worked his way to the top.
From humble beginnings in rural Saskatchewan, George became the
Chief Customer Officer for Vendasta Technologies. Here he led a sales
guild of more than 200 ambitious professionals, coaching them to success
while maintaining vendor, partner, and end-user expectations. With a
passion for mentorship, George coaches sales professionals at every stage,
from entry level through to VPs. Through George’s tenure, Vendasta went
from start up to a multi-million dollar publicly-traded company. And at every
step, George thrived under the pressure.
Though the success of Vendasta is enough to put jaws on the floor, George
Leith didn’t rest. In fact, it seems like George never rests. He helped to
develop the sales forces at partner organizations, leading more than 50,000
channel partners, sales leaders, and sales professionals.
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If you know George, and most people do, you’ll
know that tenacity, intensity, and drive are core
to his personality. Rising long before the sun,
George has been on a call with another country,
worked out, read, and powered through hours
of work before most people have had their
coffee. He’s the perfect example of “if you want
it, go out and get it.” When people meet George,
they are immediately drawn into his compelling
sphere of influence. A connector, George
motivates through insight and action, inspiring
those around him to do more and be better. He’s
the right mix of direct and kind, assertive and
insightful. George’s feedback has the power to
make you think differently while also seeming
simple and inherent.
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In 2016, George returned to his broadcast roots and
created the Conquer Local Podcast to help sales leaders,
frontline sales professionals, and channel partners drive
success in their digital customer journey. The Conquer
Local Podcast has been growing ever since, and has been
ranked among the top 10 business podcasts on iTunes. It
is heard in 55 countries by more than 15,000 unique
listeners every month. You can listen to Conquer Local on
Itunes, Google Play, Sound Cloud, Amazon Music, Spotify,
and...well, you get it.

CONTENT THAT
MOVES PEOPLE

George Leith is a visionary that gets results. Helping
organizations and individuals doubling revenue
year-over-year and optimizing revenue growth models,
George leads marketing and sales strategies through to
impeccable execution. It’s no surprise that because of this,
he is the leading trainer in the digital marketing space.
George is a frequent speaker at events locally, nationally,
and internationally. Having given keynotes and training
sessions in Melbourne and Prague, Toronto and New York,
Capetown and London, George is able to curate his
content for the market at hand.
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ACCOLADES, RECOGNITION,
AND ASSOCIATIONS

In 2020, George was honored to be named among the Channel Partners Top Gun 51, recognized as a new generation of
channel executives who build and execute programs in a way that drives partner, customer, and supplier success.
A proud founding member of the Toronto chapter of the Revenue Collective and an advisory board member of Cultivator,
Canada's first credit union-led business incubator, he is shaping the future of revenue in the industry. George is also a
guest lecturer in the MBA program at the University of Saskatchewan's Edwards School of Business. Having brought home
many awards for companies, he’s motivated by moving the numbers and seeing real world impact.
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Roots are important. Where we come from shapes
who we become, and these experiences lead to
growth. Prior to joining Vendasta, George was a
creative specialist and business leader in media,
spending 15 years in radio as an RAB certified radio
manager and marketer, and five years as a leader in
publishing. This specialization in media served him
well, and became the foundation of a prosperous
career. You can’t succeed in sales without
understanding marketing.

George’s passion is to help
individuals and companies
excel as digital sales leaders
and experts. You won’t find
someone better able to teach
a sales framework that gets
results.
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